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ABSTRACT
Face clustering is an important but challenging task since facial
images always have huge variation due to change in facial expres-
sions, head poses and partial occlusions, etc. Moreover, face clus-
tering is actually an unsupervised problem which makes it more
difficult to reach an accurate result. Fortunately, there are some
cues that can be used to improve clustering performance. In this
paper, two types of cues are employed. The first one is pairwise
constraints: must-link and cannot-link constraints, which can be
extracted from the temporal and spatial knowledge of data. The
other is that each face is associated with a series of attributes (i.e,
gender) which can contribute discrimination among faces. To take
advantage of the above cues, we propose a new algorithm, Multi-
cue Augmented Face Clustering (McAFC), which effectively in-
corporates the cues via graph-guided sparse subspace clustering
technique. Specially, facial images from the same individual are
encouraged to be connected while faces from different persons are
restrained to be connected. Experiments on three face datasets from
real-world videos show the improvements of our algorithm over the
state-of-the-art methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Given a set of facial images, face clustering aims to separate

them into different groups according to different individuals. This
technique can be used in many fields, such as movie summation,
content based image retrieval and automatic collection of large-
scale face dataset, etc. General face clustering methods focus on
how to separate faces only according to visual information. Most
of them try to use the unlabeled facial images to obtain a good sim-
ilarity representation [8, 9, 10, 6, 2, 15]. In [8], an affine invariant
distance metric is proposed which is robust to different face poses
and then [9] extends to Joint Manifold Distance (JMD) which rep-
resents a set of facial images of the same person detected in con-
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secutive video frames as independent subspace. Hu et al. [10] in-
troduces a between-set distance called Sparse Approximated Near-
est Point (SANP) distance, where the dissimilarity of two sets is
measured as the distance between their nearest points. In addi-
tion to the fully unsupervised clustering, there are also some meth-
ods with weak prior information. In [6], the scripts and subtitles
are used to obtain cues as to which charactersare present. These
weak cues for character presence are then combined with facial
similarities to help the clustering. In [2], a multi-view clustering
framework, called Diversity-induced Multi-view Subspace Clus-
tering (DiMSC), is proposed to boost clustering performance by
exploring the complementary information among multi-view fea-
tures. Wolf et al. [15] proposes approach called Matched Back-
ground Similarity, in which can tell the differences between im-
ages with similar background, so that the similarities due to pose,
lighting, and viewing conditions can be ignored.

An individual’s facial images may have large variation due to
change in facial expressions, head poses and partial occlusions,
which make face clustering difficult for promising result. In some
specific situation, some cues can be employed. For instance, in
videos there are some inherent benefits: faces in the same face
track must be the same person while faces in the overlapped tracks
can not belong to the same person. This observation is referred as
must-link and cannot-link constraints respectively and have been
explored in [5, 16, 17, 19]. Cinbis and Verbeek [5] propose an un-
supervised logistic discrinative metric learning (ULDML) method
to learn a distance metric. The faces in the same track are pulled
closer, while faces with the inter-track relation are pushed away
from each other. Based on the Hidden Markov Random Fields
(HMRF) model, a probabilistic constrained clustering method called
HMRF-com [16] is proposed, in which the pairwise constraints,
label-level and constraint-level local smoothness assumptions are
incorporated together to guide the clustering process. The work in
[19] proposes a video face clustering method which incorporates
must-link and cannot-link constraints through constrained sparse
representation. [17] develops a Weighted Block-Sparse Low Rank
Representation (WBSLRR) to learn a more discriminative repre-
sentation. However, these methods ignore the higher level attributes
such as gender, skin color and hair style, etc. These attributes are
consistent and robust in general. Some of these attributes are hard
which means that they can not be changed. Therefore, the hard bio-
metric attributes of facial images can be employed to guide the face
clustering.

In this paper we explore the effectiveness of high level attributes
for face clustering where the hard biometric attribute is employed to
improve the clustering. We develop a novel face clustering method,
Multi-cue Augmented Face Clustering (McAFC), in which the prior
knowledge that can be represented as prior graphs (i.e., pairwise



constraints and attribute information) is integrated through graph-
guided sparse representation effectively. We compare the proposed
method with the state-of-art methods and show its improvements
on real-world datasets.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: In Section
2, the Multi-cue Augmented Face Clustering is detailed. Section 3
shows the face clustering experiments on three face datasets from
real-world videos. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 4.

2. PROPOSED METHOD
Given a set of facial images {f1, f2, ..., fN}, where N is the

number of faces. Each facial images is represented as a feature
vector xi ∈ RD . Then the whole dataset can be represented as a
feature matrix X = [x1, x2, ..., xN ].

2.1 Attributes and Constraints
There are several attributes that can be integrated into our pro-

posed method, such as gender and skin color. In this paper we
focus on using the gender information. We employ [4] to extract
the gender information from each facial image. Note that faces in
a face track belong to a same person and should have same gen-
der information. Hence, the gender of a track should be deter-
mined as the mode value of the gender information in this face
track. To utilize this prior, we build up the attribute-link matrix
A ∈ RN×N , where N is the number of total facial images. The
attribute-link matrix is constructed from the attribute information,
in which the indices of face pairs that are different in gender are
set to a negative value while others are 0. For convenience, we
define A = {(xi,xj) ∈ A|Aij 6= 0} as the set of attribute-link
information.

To describe the constraints of the video faces, we also build up
two spatial-temporal constraint matrices: must-link matrix M ∈
RN×N and cannot-link matrix C ∈ RN×N . The matrix M repre-
sents the must-link constraints, where the indices corresponding to
the face pairs in the same track are set to 1 while others are set to 0.
The matrix C represents the cannot-link constraints, the elements of
which corresponding to the face pairs belonging to the overlapped
tracks are set to -1 while others are set to 0. We also defineM =
{(xi,xj) ∈ M|Mij = 1} and C = {(xi,xj) ∈ C|Cij = −1} as
the sets of the must-link and cannot-link constraints respectively.

2.2 Multi-cue Augmented Face Clustering
Ideally, the face xi can be sparsely represented by small subset

of faces from the same person [7] in the dataset. The relationship
can be written as:

xi = Xβi s.t. βii = 0, i = 1, . . . , N (1)

whereβi , [β1i,β2i, ...,βNi]
T is the sparse representation of face

xi, and the constraint βii = 0 eliminates the trivial solution of rep-
resenting a face as itself. Ideally, the coefficient vector βi should
have non-zero entries for these few facial images from the same
person while the coefficient corresponding to different persons are
zeros. In other words, the matrix X is a self-expressive dictionary in
which each face can be rewritten as a linear combination of other
faces in X. To find a non-trivial sparse representation of xi, the
tightest convex relaxation of the `1-norm is often employed, i.e.,

argmin
β

1

2

∥∥xi − Xβi

∥∥2 + λ
∥∥βi

∥∥
1

s.t. βji = 0, i = 1, . . . , N

(2)
where λ is regularization parameter which control the sparsity ofβ.
The optimization problem 2 can be solved efficiently using convex
programming tools [1, 11].

2.2.1 Graph-guided Sparse Representation
Intuitively, the must-links can be regarded as a kind of positive

prior that tell sparse representation which faces it should choose.
On the contrary, the cannot-links and attribute-links can be referred
as a kind of negative prior that indicates the sparse representation
which faces it should not choose as its representation. Given these
information, it is reasonable to assume that a sparse representation
tends to choose the positive faces and neglect the negative ones.
Therefore, we propose a graph-guided sparse representation as fol-
lows,

argmin
β

1

2

∥∥xi − Xβi

∥∥2 + λ
∥∥βi

∥∥
1

+ γM
∑

(i,j)∈M

τ(Mij)

K∑
k=1

|βki − sign(Mij)βkj |

+ γC
∑

(i,j)∈C

τ(Cij)

K∑
k=1

|βki − sign(Cij)βkj |

+ γA
∑

(i,j)∈A

τ(Aij)

K∑
k=1

|βki − sign(Aij)βkj |

s.t. βii = 0, i = 1, . . . , N

(3)

where λ, γM , γC and γA are regularization parameters that con-
trol the complexity of the model. The third term tells which faces
should tend to choose as its sparse representation. The last two
terms show which faces should be avoided as its sparse presenta-
tion. The larger γM , γC and γA lead to a greater graph effect. In
this paper, we use τ(r) = |r| [3]. Actually, any positive monoton-
ically increasing function of the absolute value of correlations can
be used. The τ(r) weights the fusion penalty for each face pairs
such that βki and βkj for highly correlated face pairs with large
|r| receive a greater graph effect than other pairs with weaker re-
lationships. The sign(r) indicates that two negatively correlated
relationships are encouraged to have the same set of relevant rep-
resentation coefficients with opposite sign. Note that the similar-
ity coefficient used in spectral clustering should be non-negative.
Therefore, we can approximately rewrite the optimization problem
3 as follows,

argmin
β

1

2

∥∥xi − Xβi

∥∥2 + λ
∥∥βi

∥∥
1

+ γ
∑

(i,j)∈Y

τ(Yij)
K∑

k=1

|βki − sign(Yij)βkj |

s.t. βii = 0 and β ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N

(4)

with

Y = γMM + γCC + γAA, Y = {(xi, xj) ∈ Y|Yij 6= 0}, (5)

whereγM , γC and γA are the corresponding weight coefficients
which can reveal effectiveness of different prior knowledge. With-
out loss of generality, we can rewrite the optmization problem 4 for
all face i = 1, . . . , N in matrix form as follows,

argmin
B

1

2

∥∥X− XB
∥∥2 + λ

∥∥B∥∥
1

+ γ
∑

(i,j)∈Y

τ(Yij)

K∑
k=1

|Bki − sign(Yij)Bkj |

s.t. Bii = 0 and B ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N

(6)

where B , {βi, . . . ,βN} ∈ RN×N is the sparse representation



matrix, and the i-th column of which corresponds to the sparse rep-
resentation of xi. βi ∈ RN is the vector of elements of B. The
optimization problem 6 can be solved effectively utilizing [3].

2.2.2 Constrained Spectral Clustering
After solving the proposed optimization problem 6,we build a

weighted graph G = (V, E ,W), where V denotes the set of N
nodes in graph G corresponding to the set of N faces, and E denotes
the edges between nodes. W ∈ RN×N is a symmetric non-negative
similarity matrix representing the weights of the edges. Intuitively,
an ideal similarity graph G should have connections corresponding
to the same person and have no connections corresponding to dif-
ferent individuals. In the sparse representation solutionB, nonzero
elements can be regarded as a measurement of the relationships be-
tween faces. This provides a choice of constructing the similarity
matrix [7],

W = B +BT, (7)

where B is normalized as βi ← βi/‖βi‖∞ to make sure the
weights in similarity graph are of the same scale. In this way, nodes
in the graph are connected to each other with a same weight. Be-
sides, the must-link faces should have a much higher weight coeffi-
cient than the cannot-links and faces with different hard biometric
traits. In spectral clustering, we can also take advantages of the
prior knowledge. A straightforward way is [19] as follows,

Wnew = W + ηMM + ηCC + ηAA, (8)

where ηM , ηC and ηA are the corresponding weights and balance
the effect of different kinds of prior knowledge in spectral cluster-
ing. In the clustering result, the faces belongs to must-links should
be divided into a same cluster. This can be approximately reached
by setting ηM with a value that is slighter larger than two which
is the maximun value in weight matrix W. The negative prior,
attribute-links and cannot-links, means the corresponding face pairs
should have a lower similarity coefficient. Therefore, a small value
of ηC and ηA are taken for a lower coefficient while maintaining
the nature of similarity matrix. Finally, the spectral clustering [13]
is conducted on the new similarity matrix Wnew to obtain the final
clustering result.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Experimental Setting
Datasets: We conduct our experiments on three real-world data-

sets: Notting-Hill, TBBTS06E12 and YouTube_6. The Notting-
Hill [16, 18] is extracted from the movie “Notting-Hill”. Faces
of 5 main casts are used, including 4660 faces in 76 tracks. The
original dataset consists of the facial images with size of 120×150.
The TBBTS06E12 is from the Season 6 Episodes 12 of TV se-
ries “The Big Bang Theory” [19]. The detected faces of 9 main
casts are employed, including 17168 faces in 385 tracks. The third
dataset is YouTube_6, which is a part of YouTube Face Dataset
[15]. The facial images are derived from different videos and only
face tracks are provided but no frame indices. Accordingly, there
are no cannot-link constraints. We select the individuals of whom
has at least 6 face tracks. Finally, we get 7266 facial images corre-
sponding to 8 people, each of whom has 6 face tracks. Due to facial
images from a face track belong to a same individual, we sample a
part of faces from each track instead of using the whole track. The
sample number are set 3, 3, 10 in three datasets respectively. We
also downsample the original facial images to a corresponding size,
which is 40×50, 50×50 and 50×50 for three datasets respectively
and then vectorize the gray image as feature. These measurements

can significantly reduce the computation complexity. In HMRFs,
we follow [16] to use PCA to project the original gray scale feature
space to a lower dimensional space which is equal to the number of
casts.

Comparisons and Evaluation Criteria: In experiments, we
compare our algorithm with some baselines and state-of-the-art
methods: K-means [12], ULDML [5], HMRF-com [16], SSC [7],
CS-VFC [19] and WBSLRR [17]. We also report the performance
of method with only must-link and cannot-link constraints (McAFCc)
, only attribute-links (McAFCa) and both of prior knowledge above
mentioned (McAFCc&a) respectively. To obtain a comprehensive
comparison, two standard measurements are employed to evaluate
the clustering result: Accuracy, and Rand Index (RI) [14]. The Ac-
curacy is calculated based on confusion matrix, which is derived
from the match between the predicted labels of all faces and the
ground-truth labels. The Rand Index is a measure of the similarity
between clustering results. It evaluates true positives within clus-
ters and true negatives between clusters. For each of the metrics,
the higher it is, the better the performance is.

3.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Results
The detailed quantitative results are shown in Table 1. First,

our proposed methods (McAFCc, McAFCa, McAFCc&a) achieve
much better performances in three datasets. In Notting-Hill, CS-
VFC and WBSLRR achieve about 7% improvement over SSC while
McAFCc obtains about a more 2% improvement in terms of ac-
curacy. The McAFCa also reaches the same performance with
CS-VFC. With attribute and pairwise constraint cues, McAFCc&a

reaches about 96%. In dataset TBBTS06E12, our proposed graph-
guided approach makes a remarkable improvement. McAFCc ac-
quires a better performanc than CS-VFC and WBSLRR at least 6%
improvement. With pairwise constraints and attributes, McAFCc&a

achieves about 28% improvement than SSC. The dataset YouTube_6
is more challenging due to the faces are from different videos and
have a larger variation. The CS-VFC and WBSLRR reach about
20% improvement over SSC while McAFCc obtains about 23%
improvement. McAFCa also reaches about 45.83% which has about
14% improvement. With two kinds of prior knowledge used, the
McAFCc&a achieves about 58.33% which is a comparable perfor-
mance considering the challenges in YouTube_6. One can observe
that McAFCc always achieves a better performance than McAFCa

in all cases despite that attribute-links is much larger than con-
straints in quantity. This is not surprise because McAFCa just uti-
lize the negative representation cues while McAFCc not only uses
negative cues but also positive ones simultaneously. Our McAFCc

achieves a better result than CS-VFC in three datasets, which shows
that our proposed graph-guided approach is more effective than uti-
lizing pairwise constraints with simple manner (i.e., setting indices
of must-link and cannot-link constraints to zeros). To sum up, our
method outperforms the comparisons thanks to the multiple cues.
Moreover, according to the results, we can find that, both the pair-
wise constraints (i.e., must-links and canot-links) and the high level
attributes contribute to improve the clustering performance.

The groundtruth, similarity and confusion matrices of SSC and
McAFC are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In Fig. 1, with prior knowl-
edge, the similarity matrix of McAFC is more clear than SSC and
it reveals the underlying data structure better. This can be further
verified in the corresponding confusion matrix in Fig. 2. From the
confusion matrices, we can find that 11 instances are wrongly clus-
tered by SSC while McAFC only have 6 ones, so the whole cluster-
ing accuracy raises from 85.52% up to 92.10%. This also proves
that our proposed method can significantly improve the clustering
performance with multiple cues.



Table 1: Results (Mean ± Standard) on Notting-Hill, TBBTS06E12 and YouTube_6
Notting-Hill TBBTS06E12 YouTube_6

Accuracy RI Accuracy RI Accuracy RI
K-Means [12] 59.21 ± 8.40 77.18 ± 3.49 53.00 ± 4.64 82.38 ± 0.99 40.25 ± 3.83 80.64 ± 3.01
ULDML [5] 55.26 ± 2.78 74.50 ± 2.98 56.73 ± 5.93 82.67 ± 0.34 33.33 ± 3.62 69.29 ± 0.21

HMRF-com [16] 70.21 ± 0.99 83.19 ± 1.53 55.32 ± 0.96 83.23 ± 1.57 40.13 ± 1.01 80.41 ± 0.81
SSC [7] 85.52 ± 0.94 88.52 ± 0.36 52.99 ± 0.23 81.92 ± 0.34 31.63 ± 3.47 63.88 ± 6.79

CS-VFC [19] 92.11 ± 0.89 95.41 ± 0.67 72.47 ± 0.89 87.55 ± 0.56 51.10 ± 3.11 82.39 ± 1.43
WBSLRR [17] 92.11 ± 0.24 95.52 ± 0.27 69.09 ± 2.46 86.58 ± 1.42 52.08 ± 2.09 83.36 ± 1.76

McAFCc 94.73 ± 0.74 96.59 ± 0.57 78.70 ± 0.23 90.52 ± 0.83 54.17 ± 3.45 83.64 ± 2.34
McAFCa 92.10 ± 0.68 93.56 ± 0.31 56.36 ± 0.16 82.17 ± 0.23 45.83 ± 0.63 80.12 ± 0.56

McAFCc&a 96.05 ± 0.39 96.07 ± 0.28 80.51 ± 0.32 91.44 ± 0.12 58.33 ± 0.26 84.86 ± 0.19

(a) Groundtruth (b) SSC (c) McAFC

Figure 1: Visualization of similarity matrices on Notting-Hill.
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Figure 2: Visualization of confusion matrices on Notting-Hill.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a face clustering approach, termed

as Multi-cue Augmented Face Clustering (McAFC) to effectively
take advantages of multiple cues. Specifically, the pairwise con-
straints, must-link and cannot-link constraints and face attributes
knowledge, gender information, are effectively incorporated into
the clustering process via graph-guided sparse representation to
improve face clustering performance in two steps: sparse repre-
sentation and spectral clsutering. The proposed approach is flexi-
ble to integrate prior knowledge for boosting the clustering perfor-
mance. We have conducted experiments on three real-world video
face datasets which demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
For future work, we hope to develop a framework to take advan-
tage of multiple facial image attributes and explore how to utilize
the relative attribute efficiently.
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